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in the fleece from the farmers in the wool counties. Accord- Purchase
ing to a statement in 1615 l, he was wont to " make his whole
year's provision beforehand 2 and lay it up in store, and in
the winter time have it spun by his own spinsters and woven
by his own weavers and fulled by his own tuckers [fullers],
and all at the lowest rate for wages ". Many of them were
' brogging clothiers', that is, they sold to other manufacturers
a part of the wool which they bought. The ' meaner *
clothier had neither the leisure to travel in the wool country
nor the money to make large purchases of wool at shearing-
time. He therefore obtained the material from the wool
merchant, or wool stapler as he was called, who acted as
middleman between the clothier and the grower, just as the
factor was the middleman between the clothier and the
draper3. The poor clothiers could not afford to buy wool
in its raw state, and their practice was to " buy their yarn
in the markets 4, and presently make it into cloth, and sell
it for ready money, and so buy yarn again ".
Hatred of the middleman was deep-rooted; and the Middle-
wool brokers, who bought wool from the growers and with
' greedy and covetous minds' (to use the picturesque phrase
of the statute-book) 5 sold it at enhanced prices to customers,
came under the lash of condemnation which was visited upon
all who sought to manipulate supplies and force up prices.
An Elizabethan document (1593) contains a vivid denuncia-
tion of the yarn brokers. " Divers evil-disposed persons,
commonly called yarn choppers or jobbers of woollen yarn,
wanting the fear of God, and caring only for their own private
gain, without having any regard of the maintenance of the
commonwealth ... do in every fair and market buy up
and get into their hands so great quantities of woollen yarn
that the clothiers ... are driven for their necessity sake
to buy the same at their hands deceitfully handled, and at
1 State Papersv Domestic, James I., vol. Ixxx. 13 (printed in Unwin,
Industrial Organization, Appendix A. ii).
1 September was ' their chief and best time' for Essex clothiers to
provide their wool for the whole year : State Papers Domestic, 1640-1641,
p. 30.
1 Infra, pp, 22, 26. Commons Debates, 1621 (ed. Notestein, Relf, and
Simpson), v. 488; vii, 496, 499 (" Thousands live from hand to mouth ").
4 For the market spinners, see infra* p. 45.
1 Statutes, iv. part i. 141 (1552).

